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Abstract
We measured the lifetime of optically created valley polarization in single layer WS2 using
transient absorption spectroscopy. The electron valley relaxation is very short (< 1ps). However
the hole valley lifetime is at least two orders of magnitude longer and exhibits a temperature
dependence that cannot be explained by single carrier spin/valley relaxation mechanisms. Our
theoretical analysis suggests that a collective contribution of two potential processes may explain
the valley relaxation in single layer WS2. One process involves direct scattering of excitons from
K to K ′ valleys with a spin flip-flop interaction. The other mechanism involves scattering through
spin degenerate Γ valley. This second process is thermally activated with an Arrhenius behavior
due to the energy barrier between Γ and K valleys.
PACS numbers: 73.21.-b, 78.47.j-,71.35.-y
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INTRODUCTION
The discovery of graphene, a monolayer of carbon atoms, has inspired considerable in-
terest in other 2D material systems in search of exotic electronic, optical and mechanical
properties and novel practical applications[1–4]. In particular, two-dimensional transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMDC) recently emerged as a promising material system with many
potential electronic applications. With their tunable direct gap in visible range of the optical
spectrum, absence of dangling bonds and high surface-to-volume ratio, these 2D semicon-
ducting systems are ideal for field-effect transistors (FET), photovoltaics, light emitting
diodes (LEDs), molecule sensing, and electrocatalytic water splitting applications[5–14].
Moreover, due to strong spin-orbit splitting they have been subject to specific spin and
valley applications. The optical band gap in these structures are located at the K and
K ′ = −K points at the edge of the Brillouin zone. A strong spin-orbital coupling results
in distinct states with different spin and valley indices so that K to K ′ elastic transition
requires a spin flip for the electrons and holes. One immediate consequence of this property
is the ability to control valley polarization, hence crystal quasi-momentum of electrons, by
using circularly polarized light, which is impossible in conventional semiconductors due to
negligible momentum of photons. This could open up opportunities for developing optoelec-
tronic and valleytronic applications based on manipulation of spin and valley polarization
of charge carriers[11–13, 15–17].
Detailed understanding of inter-valley relaxation dynamics is critical for the implemen-
tation of valleytronic applications. Very recently, numerous experimental and theoretical
efforts have been devoted to characterization of electronic structure and optical properties
of TMDCs[18–26]. However, there are only limited experimental studies that directly ad-
dress the valley and spin relaxation process. Recently we measured valley lifetime in single
layer MoS2 to be 10 ps at 74K, using time-resolved absorption spectroscopy[27]. Surpris-
ingly this relaxation time is very short, as large spin splitting in the valence band and spin
valley coupling in K and K ′ valleys was expected to impede hole valley scattering[11–13, 15–
17, 26, 27]. As of now an accurate picture of valley relaxation mechanisms in atomically
thin TDMCs is missing. In the current work, we studied thermal dependence of valley re-
laxation of excitons in monolayer WS2 using broadband transient absorption spectroscopy.
In WS2 the spin-orbit splitting is significantly larger compared to MoS2 and other TMDCs
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[13, 18–21]. Even so we observe that hole valley lifetime is more than an order of magnitude
larger in WS2 compared to MoS2. Similar to MoS2, electron valley relaxation is dominated
by many body interactions and faster compared to hole valley relaxation. Based on tem-
perature dependence of valley lifetimes, we propose a mechanism for an exciton-mediated
valley relaxation process for holes in single layer WS2.
In order to measure the valley relaxation time, we performed experiments on single layer
WS2 samples grown on quartz substrates using a chemical vapor deposition technique (Sup.
Inf.)[29–32]. In time resolved experiments, circularly polarized 60 fs pump pulses, tuned to
lower energy tail of A excitonic transition (1.977 eV) to create electron-hole pairs in the K
valley. The differential transmission of a same circularly polarized (SCP) broad band white-
light continuum probe pulse measures the relaxation within the same valley and opposite
circularly polarized probe pulse (OCP) measures the population in the other valley. The
decay of the polarization anisotropy between the SCP and the OCP spectra reveals the
intervalley relaxation dynamics.
Figure 1 (a) schematically displays the electronic band structure for WS2 at the K and
K ′ points, adapted from Ref. [33]. The conduction band is composed by d[1− 3z2] orbitals
|L,m〉 of W with zero magnetic quantum number m = 0 under orbital moment L = 2 and
relatively small admixture of p[x − iνy] orbitals of S [17] with m = −ν, which constitutes
relatively small, 27 meV, spin splitting (ν = ±1 corresponds to K and K ′ valleys). The
valence band is formed by d[(x + iνy)2] orbitals of W with m = 2ν and some admixture of
p-orbitals of S that conditions much larger, 435 meV, valence band spin splitting [17, 18].
This spin splitting leads to energetically well separated A and B excitonic transitions shown
by red and blue arrows in Fig. 1a. Their electro-dipole interband optical transitions are
coupled with circularly polarized light.
Figure 1(b) shows transient SCP and OCP spectra for A exciton at 110 K. Initially the
SCP spectrum shows a dispersive line shape in which the lower energy tail of the spectrum
exhibits ground state bleaching (GSB) and stimulated emission (SE) and the higher energy
tail exhibits photoinduced absorption (PIA). This dispersive feature evolves into purely
absorptive line shape in about 7.6 ps. The OCP spectrum also exhibits a dispersive line
shape, though less prominent than that of SCP. In the later time delays the anisotropy
between the SCP and OCP spectra vanishes and a sharp dip shows up at 2.04 eV.
We attribute this dispersive distortion to phase-space filling effects similar to those ob-
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served in conventional semiconductors[34, 35]. Briefly the photoexcited population blue-
shifts the A exciton absorption, resulting in a differential line-shape in the transient spec-
trum. Monolayer materials exhibit ultra-tight quantum confinement[20, 21, 35]. Thus phase-
space filling of carriers, which is related to Pauli-blocking, is very significant[26, 34, 35]. A
similar blue shift has been observed in MoS2 transient absorption studies as well[26]. The
exact source of the spectral dip at 2.04 eV is unclear. It could be due to an overlapping
absorptive transition from the excited state. A better understanding of the band structure
and the excited states of the WS2 is needed for analyzing this feature.
The evolution of the polarization anisotropy, measured by the difference between the
SCP and OCP spectra in Figure 1, reveals the valley relaxation time of electrons and holes.
The immediate presence of A exciton feature in the OCP spectra clearly suggests that a
significant fraction of electron population, initially photo-excited in the K valley, quickly
delocalize between K and K ′ valleys within 200 fs, which is within the time resolution of
the experiment. This is because without any valley relaxation OCP should not exhibit any
A exciton feature. The electron relaxation into the K ′ valley (i.e. transition of the direct
exciton [eK, hK], with both carriers in K-valley, to indirect one (dark exciton) [eK ′, hK])
leads to bleaching of the A exciton absorption in the OCP spectra. This immediate electron
valley delocalization has been observed in single layer MoS2 and attributed to coherent
coupling of excitonic states[26]. While the circularly polarized optical transitions are valley
specific, the resulting optically created exciton associated with a specific valley, K or K ′ ,
is not an eigenstate of the full exciton problem. Strong electron-hole confinement in exciton
with energy 710 meV [37] and radius around 1 - 2 nm couples the K and K ′ valleys. As a
result the electron in K valley quickly delocalizes over both valleys. This is further confirmed
with the analysis of the evolution of the B exciton transition. As observed in Figure 2 (a,
b), the B transition bleached immediately after the pump pulse in both SCP and OCP
spectra with equal intensity. Because the B valence levels are very high in energy and
are not populated with the pump pulse, it is only sensitive to electron dynamics. Hence
electrons occupy B-levels in both valleys immediately upon photoexcitation. Because B-
levels have opposite spin orientation; these spectra suggest not only that valley relaxation
of the electrons is very quick but also that electron spin relaxation within the same valley
is very fast (Fig. 2 c, d).
In contrast to fast conduction band spin and valley relaxation, hole delocalization is
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not favorable energetically due to the large, ∆SO '450 meV, spin orbital splitting, which
imposes the energy gap between the parallel spin states in the two valleys (Fig. 1a). Hence
hole valley relaxation takes a much longer time. The total loss of the polarization anisotropy
in the SCP and OCP spectra show that it is around 100 ps. We note that this is much longer
compared to MoS2 where the valley relaxation takes place in about 10 ps.
In order to resolve hole valley relaxation mechanism we performed transient absorption
experiments in a range of temperatures from 74 K to 298 K. For each temperature, the pump
pulses were tuned to the lower energy side of the A excitonic transition and resulting dynam-
ics were probed with a broadband white light continuum pulse. At each temperature the
early spectra show similar dynamics to 110 K data suggesting fast spin and valley relaxation
dynamics for the electrons. However relaxation of the circularly polarized anisotropy clearly
evolves at a different rate, revealing the thermal dependence of the hole valley relaxation
dynamics.
In order to quantitatively extract the hole valley relaxation time, we analyzed the decay of
polarization anisotropy at the A exciton transition by taking the difference of SCP and OCP
spectra[38]. Neither single nor double exponential decay functions fit the anisotropy decay.
Therefore we used a triple exponential fit. For all temperatures the first time constant is in
100 fs range, within the resolution of the experiment. The second time constant is in 1.5-3
ps range (Sup. Inf.). The slow component is the only one that exhibits clear temperature
dependence varying from 88 ps to 8 ps at 74 K and 298 K respectively (Fig. 3). In the
following this slow component is used for theoretical analysis of the valley relaxation process.
We considered several previously proposed inter-valley relaxation mechanisms to explain
the experimental results. Our initial analysis suggests single carrier relaxation mechanisms
cannot be responsible for the temperature dependence that we observe. For instance scatter-
ing with nonmagnetic impurities has been suggested as a potential valley relaxation process.
Reference [39] shows that this mechanism requires a ∼ k4 dependence on hole momentum,
which leads to a stronger temperature dependence (T 2) than our observation. Relaxation
through flexural phonon modes was also considered as a potential mechanism[44]. It pre-
dicts an inverse relation between mobility and relaxation rate, and order of magnitude longer
valley lifetimes compared to our results, hence it is unlikely to be responsible for the valley
relaxation in WS2.
We considered spin relaxation mechanisms such as Elliot-Yafet (EY) and Dyakonov-Perel
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(DP) processes as well. These processes require scattering of carriers under inhomogeneous
magnetic field. For instance in conventional semiconductors, Dressalhause effect leads to
such an effective field. Unlike many conventional semiconducting materials in TDMCs the
spin quantization axis retains normal direction over all of Brillouin zone except the specific
points where spin splitting reduces to zero. Such a property is clearly demonstrated in Ref.
[17] based on calculations involving 80 energy bands of MoS2. Our first principle calculations
for WS2 also reproduce the absence of transversal spin components over all of Brillouin zone.
Thus the hole/electron diffusive motion cannot mix the states with opposite spin directions
along the normal to layer plane (i.e. z axis). Therefore Elliot-Yafet and Dyakonov-Perel
mechanisms are irrelevant.
Note however that in a realistic structure the spin quantization axis deviates from the
normal direction due to inversion asymmetry induced by the substrate. Indeed, modeling the
substrate induced asymmetry by an effective external electric field, we found the spin quan-
tization axis deviates from z-direction. Proportionality of this deviation to quasi-momentum
shift from extremum points represents the Rashba effect with Hamiltonian HR = αϕ |∆k|,
(∆k = ±K− k, ϕ is an angle between ∆k and in-plane axis x), which in addition reveals
trigonal anisotropy of αϕ in the vicinities of each K and K
′ = −K points. The correspondent
spin-relaxation rate is,
τ−1s =
2
~2
〈
α2ϕ∆k
2τk
τ 2kω
2
SO + 1
〉
(1)
where brackets mean thermal averaging, ωSO = ∆SO/~, and τk is momentum relaxation
time. Our first principle calculations estimate the Rashba constant mediated by potential
drop ∆U between two sides of a layer. Averaging over angle ϕ, we find α = β∆U , where
β ' 1.1 · 10−10 cm, which results in an insignificant contribution (τ−1s ∼ 10−16
〈
τ−1k
〉
) of this
mechanism to intervalley spin relaxation even at ∆U=100 meV.
We conclude that the previously discussed single particle relaxation mechanisms are not
sufficient to explain exciton intervalley relaxation. On the other hand, the excitonic electron-
hole exchange interaction lifts orthogonality of spin states attributed to different valleys.
This effect describes a minimal exciton spin Hamiltonian
H0 =
τ
2
∆SOσz +
τ
2
δSOsz + ∆ehσs, (2)
where σ and s are the Pauli matrixes for electron and hole spins, τ = ±1 the valley index,
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∆SO and δSO are the hole and electron spin splitting induced by spin-orbital interaction and
∆eh is the strength of electron-hole exchange interaction. It is important to note that this
interaction mixes the exciton spin states located in different valleys. This is because electro-
dipole interband transitions occur between electronic states with same spin that generates
electron-hole pair with opposite spin directions, i.e. with zero projections sz +σz = 0. Thus
the transitions between K and −K excitons would be proportional to the spin flip-flop factor
T = |〈↑, ↓ |↓, ↑〉|2, where |↓, ↑〉 corresponds to sz = −1/2. If the spin-independent intervalley
relaxation rate is τ−1KK′ the net exciton relaxation rate will be
τ−1ex = τ
−1
KK′
4∆2eh
(∆SO − δSO)2 + 4∆2eh
. (3)
Exciton scattering on any (not only spin-associated) local defects or phonons actualize
such transitions. In contrast to free carriers, excitons are composed of band states involving
those far away from the extramums K or K ′, due to their short radius. These states
admix the conduction band state |2, 0〉 to valence bands of both valley states which lifts
their orthogonality. For instance, small deviation ∼ 0.1 |K −K ′| from extremum leads to
non-negligible admixture of conduction band by a factor of about ξ ∼ 0.01.
In addition to the excitonic flip-flop mechanism, carrier scattering through Γ-point could
also contribute to the valley relaxation. Here the optically excited K−exciton scatters to an
indirect one [Ke(K
′
e)Γh] and then to direct K
′−exciton. This mechanism is not subjected to
spin restrictions with factor in Eq. (3) due to zero spin-orbital splitting (∆SO = δSO = 0) at
the Γ point. Moreover, since Γ state is composed from |2, 0〉 and |1, 0〉 orbitals, the K − Γ
overlap is substantially stronger than direct inter-valley overlap. On the other hand the
difference ∆exKΓ in direct exciton energy Eex[KeKh] = Ee(K)−Ev(K)−EX(K) and indirect
one Eex[KeΓh] = Ee(K) − Ev(Γ) − EX(KeΓh) imposes a thermal activation process with
Arrhenius-like temperature dependence
τ−1KΓ = rKΓ exp(−∆exKΓ/kT ), (4)
where ∆exKΓ = Ev(K) − Ev(Γ) + EX(K) − EX(KeΓh), the Ee(v)(B) is the energy at the
conduction (valence) B−band edge [B = K,Γ] and EX(K) and EX(KeΓh) are the binding
energies for direct and indierct excitons. Our first principal calculations (Sup. Inf.) give
Ev(K) − Ev(Γ) = 310meV, which is slighly differerent from previous calculations[21]. In
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the 2D Wannier-Mott exciton model the difference EX(K) − EX(KeΓh) = ∆EX basically
stems from different reduced effective masses µ(K) and µ(Γ) so that ∆EX = EX(K)[1 −
µ(Γ)/µ(K)][38].
We estimated the reduced effective masses µ(K) and µ(Γ) based on our first principle en-
ergy band structure calculations (Sup. Inf.)[40–42]. The resulting binding energy difference
between the direct K−exciton and indirect [Ke(K ′e)Γh] exciton, ∆EX ' −170 meV, gives
an energy barrier of ∆exKΓ ' 140 meV.
Quantitative estimation of rKΓ , ∆eh and τ
−1
KK′ would be grounded on theory of exciton
formation in TMDCs, which is not completed yet. Therefore we will treat these parameters
as phenomenological ones. We observe that low-temperature thermal dependence of τ−1KK′
(Fig. 3b) is similar to that of phonon-assistant momentum relaxation rate τ−1p = τ
−1
p (T )
calculated from first principles (Sup. Inf.)[43]. For free holes τ−1h can be approximated
with τ−1h (T ) = rh[1 + (T/T0)] at rh = 7.5· ps−1 and T0 ' 200 K in wide range (70 K to
200 K) of temperatures. Adapting similar dependence for exciton momentum relaxation and
combining τ−1e,h (T ) with Eq. (4) the net result of both mechanisms describes the temperature
dependence in the form
τ−1ex = rKK′(1 + T/T0) + rKΓ exp(−∆exKΓ/kT ). (5)
Fig. 3b shows that only two free parameters, rKK′ = 0.01 ps
−1 and rKΓ = 24 ps−1, describe
all data with experimental accuracy.
To conclude, we present ultrafast valley relaxation dynamics measurements in monolayer
WS2. The intervalley scattering lifetime in monolayer WS2 is much longer than that of
monolayer MoS2. The thermal dependence of the valley relaxation rate indicates that, due
to strong exciton binding energy and exchange interaction, electron-hole spin flip-flop mech-
anism becomes an efficient spin relaxation channel. Because such excitonic relaxation mech-
anisms will not affect free carrier valley relaxation, we predict much longer valley lifetime
for free carriers, which is important for future efforts in developing spintronic/valleytronic
devices based on TMDCs.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Electronic structure and the optical transition at the K and K ′ points of
monolayer WS2. The dashed(solid) curves correspond to different spin states in A and B excitonic
transitions. (b-f) Differential transmission at various delay at 110K for same (red) and opposite
(blue) circularly poalrized pump and probe pulses.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a-b) Differential transmission of B exciton peak at various delay at 110K,
0fs (a) and 1ps (b) delays. Red is SCP and blue is OCP (c-d) Schematic illustration of spin and
valley relaxation of electron.
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